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SUMMARY

A novel concept is described here that utilizes externally applied heat to a solid rod of reconstituted tobacco biomass to form a stream of aerosol under progressively oxygen-deficient atmosphere. The boundary of auto-ignition was determined at oxygen concentrations of 0%, 5%, 10%, and 21% and then the effects of these different atmospheres on various parameters were studied. Experimental results indicated that the ignition temperature decreased with the increase of oxygen concentration and a negative temperature coefficient (NTC) for atmosphere with oxygen was observed at before but close to ignition temperature. Significant differences in the yields of CO and CO₂ between oxygen and oxygen-free atmosphere were observed. The mass of aerosol produced under an inert atmosphere and reduced-oxygen atmosphere were characterized with selected volatile and semi-volatile components, phenols, aldehydes, and other organic compounds of interests. In addition, higher oxygen concentration resulted in higher bulk and surface oxygen content of solid-phase residue, the reduction of carbon and hydrogen element content and related functional groups, and the content of inorganic compounds also exhibited an increase with oxygen concentration. By systematically changing oxygen concentrations of the biomass bed with increasing temperatures, an aerosol stream of controlled chemical composition and yields could be formed without leading to ignition.

Key chemical markers of inhalation harm were measured and compared to each other under different degrees close to combustion. Studying reconstituted tobacco or other biomass materials in such a way could provide alternative and useful information in the design heated biomass aerosol generators. [Contrib. Tob. Nicotine Res. 31 (2022) 130–141]
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

In diesem Artikel wird ein neuartiges Konzept beschrieben, bei dem einem festen Strang aus rekonstituierter Tabakbiomasse von außen Hitze zugeführt und dabei in einer zunehmend sauerstoffarmen Atmosphäre/Umgebung ein Aerosolstrom erzeugt wurde. Die Grenze der Selbstzündung wurde bei Sauerstoffkonzentrationen von 0%, 5%, 10% und 21% bestimmt. Anschließend wurden die Auswirkungen dieser unterschiedlichen Atmosphären auf verschiedene Parameter untersucht. Die Versuchsergebnisse zeigten, dass die Zündtemperatur mit zunehmender Sauerstoffkonzentration sank. Unterhalb aber in der Nähe...
The presence of harmful and potentially harmful constituents (HPHCs) in the smoke resulting from burning tobacco is well known (1–4). Technology research to reduce the level of toxic smoke compounds has been carried out worldwide, and these technologies are expected to be applied to produce potentially reduced-risk products (5). Based on the generation mechanism of smoke compounds, one effective way to develop technologies for the reduction of toxic compounds is to try to suppress tobacco combustion. In the 1980s, the R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company (USA) developed a cigarette that heated tobacco rather than burned it. The cigarette generated a much simpler smoke chemistry than conventional cigarettes (1, 6). The R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company subsequently developed the “heat but not burn” tobacco concept further and launched a modified version with reconstituted tobacco sheet mostly consisting of tobacco extracts, glycerol and flavors in 1995. In 1998 the Philip Morris Company in the USA developed a handheld device with battery-operated electric heating elements for a cigarette that heated tobacco rather than burned it. Toxic chemicals (relevant to smoking-related diseases) in smoke were reduced by at least 80% (7). The total particulate matter from the electrically heated cigarette was up to 90% lower in mutagenicity than the reference cigarette on a non-burning state. The smoke gave significantly lower responses in a cytotoxicity bioassay (8). Subsequent products that used a handheld device to electrically heat a tobacco rod continued to demonstrate a significant reduction in toxicant emissions in the aerosol, and were also successful commercially (9, 10). In heating tobacco products such as PMI’s IQOS, BAT’s glo, Japan Tobacco’s ploom S, and Korea Tobacco’s lil, the heating temperature is essentially limited to render the tobacco substrate into a non-combustible state during use (11–17). In addition to pyrolysis temperature, oxygen, as one of the three major elements of combustion, is also decisive in controlling combustion. Based on the creation of a tobacco matrix low-oxygen pyrolysis environment and the establishing of a unique smoke extraction method, NSC has been constructed by B. Li et al. (18) to ensure that the tobacco is heated rather than ignited, NSC is a label of the novel-designed airflow pathway of heated tobacco products. Through the coordination of cigarettes and handheld devices, oxygen (or air) will not flow through the tobacco

1. INTRODUCTION
section during the main aerosol formation and transfer process, thus the aerosol generation mechanism for NSC is fundamentally different from the current heating tobacco products, especially the pyrolysis atmosphere and the airflow pathway.

Mild oxidation (or low temperature oxidation) has been verified to show significant influence on liquid yields during pyrolysis and to change undoubtedly the aliphatic structures of fossil fuels (or biomass), although the question whether it induces the change on the aromatic structures is seen controversially (19). As a radical enhancer, oxygen facilitates the formation of free radicals (e.g., aliphatic/olefinic structures) before they are oxidized and further decomposed to produce relatively stable oxygenated products (e.g., alcohols, ketones, aldehydes, esters and ethers) as well as CO, CO₂, and H₂O (5). The hydrogen-rich components exhibit more susceptibility to oxidation than the hydrogen-poor network portion of coal (20). For tobacco pyrolysis (mainly at high temperatures even under combustion), significant influence of (oxygen and non-oxygen) atmosphere on the smoke compounds has been verified (21, 22). Formaldehyde, acrolein, isoprene and styrene showed significantly higher yields in air than in non-oxygen atmosphere. However, the effect of oxygen and oxygen concentrations on the pyrolysis products for heating tobacco at relatively low temperature, especially the aerosol compounds have not been reported. The final aim of the study is to shed some light on the effect of oxygen concentrations on the thermal transformation process and pyrolysis product distribution of tobacco at low temperature, especially harmful smoke components, and then to provide basic and useful information to further study the formation mechanisms and the technology involved in the control of aerosol generation for heated tobacco products.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Biomass material preparation

The biomass materials were reconstituted tobacco by papermaking method from Yunnan China Tobacco Industry Co., Ltd. They were dried at 80 °C for 2 h before being grinded and sieved to below 24 mesh.

2.2 Determination of ignition temperature

A thermogravimetric analyzer (STA 449 F3, Netzsch Gerätebau GmbH, Selb, Germany) was used to study the onset of ignition and corresponding temperatures of the prepared biomass materials at 5%, 10%, and 21% oxygen concentrations. The weight loss process of (10.0 ± 0.5) mg samples was recorded from 105 °C to 600 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/min after removing moisture by keeping at 105 °C for 10 min. The onset of ignition was observed by the derivative thermogravimetric (DTG) curve dividing point method. The dividing point between combustion and pyrolysis on the DTG curve was recorded as the ignition point, and the corresponding temperature was the ignition temperature. Since the lowest ignition temperature was found to be 370 °C, for the rest of the investigations, the heating temperature was selected as either at or below 370 °C for this type of biomass sample.

2.3 Aerosol generation and capture

To measure the amount and the chemical composition of the aerosol formed under de-oxygenated conditions, a sample of 100 mg of prepared materials was placed in a quartz tube (150 mm in length and 8 mm in diameter); this was loaded into the constant temperature zone of a heating tube furnace (OTF-1200X-25-60, MITR, Hefei, Anhui Province, China) (Figure 1). Before each experiment, a loaded quartz glass tube was purged for 10 min by a carrier gas (see below for composition) to eliminate the influence of air. Then it was heated from 35 to 370 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min. The carrier gas was a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen with an oxygen concentration of 0%, 5%, 10% and 21% and at a flow rate of 40 mL/min. A visible aerosol stream was formed and flown out of the heating zone by the carrier gas. The aerosol stream was captured by a Cambridge filter pad (44 mm in diameter, Borgwaldt, Hamburg, Germany) (Figure 1). Previous studies have indicated that this filter setup is capable of capturing over 98% of aerosol particles larger than 0.5 nm in diameter (23). For volatile and a portion of semi-volatile flue gas components that escaped the capture, cold liquid traps were used behind the Cambridge filter pad system. The liquid consisted of 15 mL of an ethyl acetate/methanol (95:5 vol/vol) absorption
solution that was put under ~75 °C using dry ice. After the experiment, the Cambridge filter and the cold trap bottle were combined in a 20-mL brown bottle, sealed and ultrasonicated for 30 min, and then left to stand for subsequent analyses. The solid residuals were collected and named as S-0-O, S-5-O, S-10-O and S-21-O, respectively.

2.4 Aerosol composition analysis

Captured aerosol fractions were analyzed by a gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) with three separations (24) labelled as A, B and C. For A and B separations, 1 mL extract and internal standard (phenethyl acetate, 20 µg/mL) with a volume ratio of 5 mL/100 µL was analyzed with GC-MS after being filtered by a microporous membrane (0.45 µm). For separation C, a mixture of 100 µL filtrate from System A and 100 µL BSTFA derivatization reagent was analyzed by GC-MS.

Separation A used following parameters: DBWAX UI column (30 m × 0.25 mm×0.5 µm) with He as the carrier gas at a flow rate of 1.5 mL/min, an injection port temperature of 250 °C, a split ratio of 20:1, and an injection volume of 1 µL. The heating program was as follows: the initial temperature was 35 °C and held for 2 min, then increased to 200 °C at 10 °C/min and held for 2 min, then increased to 250 °C at 30 °C/min and held for 7 min.

For separation B: DB-FFAP column (30 m × 0.25 mm × 0.25 µm) with He as the carrier gas at a flow rate of 3.2 mL/min, an injection port temperature of 240 °C, a split ratio of 20:1, and an injection volume of 1 µL. The heating program was as follows: the initial temperature at 40 °C was held for 2.5 min, then increased to 150 °C at 30 °C/min, followed by an increase to 200 °C at 5 °C/min, afterwards an increase to 220 °C at 8 °C/min and being held for 2 min, then increased to 240 °C at 30 °C/min and being held for 8 min.

For separation C: DB-624 column (30 m×0.32 mm×1.8µm) with He as the carrier gas at flow rate of 1.5 mL/min, an injection port temperature of 220 °C, a split ratio of 20:1, and an injection volume of 1 µL. The heating program was as follows: the initial temperature was 60 °C and was held for 1 min, then increased to 130 °C at 15 °C/min, followed by an increase to 180 °C at 4 °C/min, then again increased to 250 °C at 20 °C/min and held for 5 min.

The mass spectrometer (7890B/5977A, Agilent Company, Santa Clara, CA, USA) was connected by a transfer line operated at 290 °C. The temperature of the electron impact (EI) ionization source was 230 °C and the temperature of the quadrupole was 150 °C. The detection mode was SCAN and SIM, and the scanning range was 25 ~ 400 amu. Peak identification was made by using the NIST standard library (version 2.3). The retention time and qualifier ions (Table 1) were used to quantify the determined compound. The peak area of the internal standard substance was set at 1, and the ratio of the peak area of the target compound to that of the internal standard substance was used as the relative content of the target compound.

2.5 Solid residual characterization

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on the solid residual after the heating of biomass samples (S-4800, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan). It was operated at 1 kV, and the solid residual was Au-coated first under vacuum. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was also conducted on the solid samples by a Bruker D2 PHASER XE-T (Bruker, Karlsruhe Germany). To study the surface functional groups, Fourier transform infrared spectra (FT-IR) was performed on the solid samples by using a Digilab FT-IR Excalibur series FTS 3000MX (Varian, Palo Alto, CA, USA) using the KBr pellet method. The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was provided by an ESCALAB 250 (Thermo Electron, Waltham, MA, USA). Elemental compositions (C, H, O, N, S) of the solid samples were measured by a Vario Macro EL Analyzer (Elementar Analysensysteme GmbH, Langenselbold, Germany).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Thermal behavior under different oxygen concentrations

As shown in Figure 2, three apparent thermal stages could be observed for the prepared samples under the four different oxygen concentrations by using thermogravimetric (TG) and differentiated thermogravimetric (DTG) analyses. The sharp mass loss at 21% O2 around 380 to 400 °C indicated the onset of combustion, an ignition temperature (IT) for the materials could be defined in this way. For a fixed material, its IT moved to a lower temperature with the increase of oxygen concentration. The IT at the oxygen concentration of 5%, 10%, and 21% was determined to be about 375 °C, 373 °C, and 370 °C, respectively. Before the onset of ignition, a significant thermal conversion of the material occurred between 250 and 370 °C.

Here the weight loss under oxygen-free (in argon) atmosphere was significantly higher than that under any of the oxygenic conditions. This weight loss peak appeared to move towards lower temperatures with the increase of oxygen concentration, i.e., the so-called negative temperature coefficient (NTC) regime appeared to operate (25).
Comparing evolved products and their compositions has been an ongoing interest for different biomass conversion purposes, here specifically we were interested in the aerosol composition and their potential for inhalation in a system that removed the convective heat transfer and air exchange though the tobacco bed. It would be a process of continuous heat supply with gradually decreasing oxygen concentration. Here we adjusted the oxygen concentration flowing through the tobacco bed to further explore the effect of oxygen concentration on the auto-ignition temperature and the distribution of pyrolysis products.

The study shown in Figure 2 was designed to assess the temperature ranges where ignition could be started during thermal conversion of the material under different static oxygen concentrations. One most likely indication of sustained ignition would be substantial formation of oxides of the constituent elements, such as the oxides of carbon (CO, CO₂) and/or nitrogen (NO, NO₂). For this reason, TG-MS was subsequently performed on the sample and the results are plotted in Figure 3. It can be seen that under argon or 10% O₂ atmosphere, the CO₂ yield increased with the increase of temperature (Figure 3a). At about 200 °C, the CO₂ yield under 10% O₂ atmosphere gradually departed from the argon atmosphere and increased dramatically. At about and above 325 °C, the increase of CO₂ yield in argon atmosphere tended to stabilize. However, the CO₂ yield in 10% O₂ atmosphere exhibited a rapid surge at about 370 °C, indicating the occurrence of combustion, which was consistent with the igniting temperature of the material as tested by the DTG (Figure 2). The yield of CO under both argon and 10% O₂ atmospheres increased linearly with temperature (Figure 3b). From room temperature to 400 °C, the CO yield of 10% O₂ atmosphere was always lower than that of argon atmosphere, indicating the oxidation of raw reconstituted tobacco to produce CO₂ in the presence of 10% O₂ condition. In addition, the yield of H₂O under 10% O₂ atmosphere was higher than under argon atmosphere (Figure 3c) and showed a wider temperature range of H₂O increase. Interestingly the ignition was accompanied by the second peak of H₂O production at about 370 °C in 10% O₂ atmosphere.

3.2 The composition of condensable aerosol

Permanent gas production (such as CO and CO₂) could be used to indicate and control the degree of thermal conversion and prevention of ignition, in addition the formation of condensed-phase aerosol has also been significantly affected by the oxygenation. Figure 4 shows the results of the condensed-phase substances captured by Cambridge filter pads and cold traps; they are represented by 28 volatile and semi-volatile compounds and their changes with oxygen concentrations. The captured volatile and semi-volatile organic components in Figure 4a exhibited linear or exponential growth trends with the increase of oxygen concentrations (0 to 21%), of which acrylonitrile, quinoline and isoprene showed a linear increase. The low-temperature oxidation reactions with lignocellulose biomass were usually initiated by the abstraction of an H-atom from the alkane (RH) moieties by oxygen molecules to yield alkyl (•R) and hydroperoxy (•OOH) radicals. For example, at temperatures around 327 °C, alkyl radicals are thought to react rapidly with oxygen molecules to yield peroxyalkyl radicals (ROO•), and concurrent reactions to hydroperoxide formation could lead to products such as alkenes, aldehydes, and ketones (25). This could be the reason behind the linear increase of acrylonitrile, quinoline and isoprene with oxygen concentrations. Benzene and toluene showed an exponential increase with the oxygen concentration, especially at 21% O₂ with the onset of ignition conditions. Further oxidation reactivities of benzene and toluene were thought to be extremely low at the temperature of 347 °C - 527 °C, due to the lack of easy isomerization of the peroxy radicals from benzene or resonance-stabilized benzylic radical for toluene (26, 27). The main reaction products were phenol and benzoic acid (from benzaldehyde), respectively. Because of the low reaction activity of benzene and toluene, the productions of phenol and benzoic acid were not sufficient to consume benzene and toluene, therefore an exponential increase with the oxygen concentrations for them were observed. Compounds such as furans (3-furan methanol, 2(5H)-furanone), alcohol (propylene glycol), and ketone (1-hydroxy-2-butanone, 2,3-butanedione, cyclopentanone) made up a significant portion of condensed-phase aerosol. They also showed an increasing tendency with O₂ concentrations in Figure 4b, especially from 0% to 10%.

Figure 3. Thermal generation of CO, CO₂, and H₂O of the material under 0 or 10% oxygen.

Figure 4. Permanent gas generation and condensed-phase aerosol captured by Cambridge filter pads and cold traps.
The decreasing yields of propylene glycol, 3-furan methanol, and 2(5H)-furanone at 21% O₂ may be the result of enhanced oxidation reaction, converting primary condensed-phase substances to secondary volatile release (28). As shown in Figure 4c, o-cresol, m-cresol, p-cresol and phenol all showed an almost linear increase with increasing oxygen concentrations, illustrating that oxygen is a free radical enhancer promoting the production of this class of compounds. Within 5% – 21% O₂, the order of the linear slope was o-cresol > m-cresol > p-cresol. This seems to agree with the oxidization of alkylbenzenes on the benzene ring (29). Phenol increased significantly in the range of 0 – 10% oxygen concentration but not further, which might have something to do with its relative resistance the oxidation (30). Crotonaldehyde and acetamide also increased approximately linearly with the oxygen concentration. In Figure 4d, furfural showed an initial increase followed by a decrease, exhibiting the largest yield under 10% O₂ concentration. In the literature, oxygen was shown to promote the conversion of furfural to furan under a concentration of 21%, which may explain the decrease of furfural yield (28). The remaining components in Figure 4d did not exhibit systematic changes with oxygen concentrations. The volatilization of glycerin and nicotine was known to be a thermal distillation and would not be affected by the oxygen concentrations. However, their releases may have been affected by the presence of moisture or other volatile organic components, hence they displayed a fluctuating trend with the oxygen concentrations. The fate of benzoic acid was less clear as the GC-MS method was not adequately sensitive to detect it. Catechol, guaiacol, and pyridine in Figure 4e were not oxidized or thermally destroyed within this temperature range. Naphthalene decreased with the increasing oxygen concentration (Figure 4f); it seemed oxidative decomposition of naphthalene was present but not sufficient to eliminate it. Hydroxyacetone also decreased with the increase of oxygen concentration. Reduction of hydroxyacetone in hinoki cypress sawdust and rice straw

Figure 4. Pyrolysis aerosol components of samples under different oxygen concentration.
were reported (31, 32), which was attributed to the instability of hydroxyacetone by polymerization in an oxygenated environment. The yield of quinol with the presence of oxygen was lower than under argon atmosphere and it gradually decreased with the oxygen concentration. This may have resulted from the oxygenolysis of quinol and its enhanced reaction trend with oxygen concentration (33). In summary, some condensed-phase aerosol compounds were produced in larger quantities under the argon condition than under the oxygen condition. However, more than half of the 28 compounds showed higher yields under the oxygen atmosphere than in argon. Several volatile and semi-volatile components, phenols, aldehydes increased linearly with oxygen concentrations, even exponentially increased for benzene and toluene.

3.3 Residual solid phase products

3.3.1 Crystal structures

X-ray diffraction was used to investigate the crystal structure, crystallite size and residual strain information of materials. X-ray diffraction also allows identification and quantification of unknown phases in a mixture (34–36). X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns in Figure 5 showed that the “γ peak” of the starting material at 15 – 22 °C disappeared gradually during the thermolysis, possibly caused by the decomposition of cellulose aliphatic hydrocarbon structure (37). Because the “γ peak” was the peak under the γ band and was caused by non-graphitic organic components (saturated structures such as aliphatic side chains). A KCl peak appeared for S-0-O and S-5-O, peaks of KCl, CaCO₃, CaCl₂ and MgO (38) appeared for S-10-O and S-21-O, and the intensity of these peaks increased with the oxygen concentrations, indicating increased oxidation of alkali metals and alkaline earth metal elements.

3.3.2 Elemental compositions

Elemental analysis results of S-0-O, S-5-O and S-10-O in Table 1 showed higher C, N, and S contents after thermal conversion. S-5-O exhibited more C content but less O and H contents than S-0-O, demonstrating that the oxidation reactions under 5% O₂ mainly produced H₂O or aliphatic hydrocarbon-related products. When the oxygen concentration increased to 10%, C was consumed to yield CO₂, so S-10-O showed less C and O contents than S-5-O. S-21-O possessed a low C content, consistent with the occurrence of burning under 370 °C in 21% O₂. N content increased first and then decreased with the oxygen concentrations, and S-5-O showed the highest N content, which illustrated that nitrogen-containing solid-phase products were preferentially generated under oxygen concentration of 5% and their oxidative decomposition would occur under more than 5% O₂. It could be seen from Table 1 that the sum of the percentages of these organic elements was not 100%, and the rest elements might constitute the inorganic substances that were confirmed by the X-ray diffraction results. And the sum of the percentages of organic elements in the solid-phase products gradually decreased with the increase of the oxygen concentration, indicating that the corresponding inorganic substances in the solid phase products gradually became prominent, which was consistent with the X-ray diffraction signal of the inorganic substances that gradually increased with the oxygen concentration in 3.3.1.

3.3.3 Surface morphology

Scanning electron microscopic pictures of the starting material and its solid phase residuals under different oxygen concentrations are shown in Figure 6. Strips of cellulosic fibers were typical of this type of engineered biomass materials, and this was the most prominent feature of all the samples. The fiber surface of the starting material was smooth (Figure 6a). With progressively higher oxygenated thermolysis, the fiber surface became rough and deposited with small particles, which indicates the beginning of structural decomposition of hemicellulose and cellulose. The degree of structural fragmentation increased with the oxygen concentrations. The large amounts of particles in S-21-O could be seen as a result of onset of ignition of the material.

3.3.4 Surface chemical composition

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has proved to be one of the most powerful tools in detecting the surface structure of carbonaceous materials. Another important feature of XPS spectroscopy is the unchanged sensitivity of oxygen regardless of its chemical structures/functionality.
This greatly facilitates the relative quantification of various classes of O-containing structures simply based on the measured peak areas. Therefore, analysis of C 1s and valence band spectra could be directed to monitor the structural evolution of the carbons in terms of extension of sp2 vs sp3 conjugation, carbon vacancies and oxidized carbon. Analysis of the O 1s spectra, on the other hand, provided a tool to characterize the nature of oxygen bonding on carbon and to determine the relative abundance of carbon-oxygen species (39–41). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy results of the starting material in Figure 7a showed three main types of carbon configurations at 284.8, 286.0, and 287.3 eV; they were ascribed to C-H/C-C, C-O/C-O-C and O-C/O/C=O, respectively, deduced from hemicellulose and cellulose components. S-0-O showed the same three types of carbon configurations with the starting material (Figure 7b), but showed less C-H/C-C, C-O/C-O-C (Table 2) due to the dehydroxylation and decarboxylation of hemicellulose and cellulose. The C-H/C-C became less and less with increase of oxygen concentration from S-5-O to S-10-O to S-21-O (Figures 7(c, d, e) and Table 2). In addition to C-H/C-C, C-O/C-O-C, O-C/O/C=O, S-5-O, S-10-O and S-21-O also formed a little -O-C=O, resulting from the oxidation of C-H/C-C. Maybe the oxidation reaction under the different oxygen concentrations promoted the oxidation reaction of C-H/C-C to form -O-C=O and afterwards H2O and CO2 and suppressed the thermal decomposition reaction at the same time (42).

From X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy O 1s of the starting material in Figure 8(a), the large peak at 532.2 eV was ascribed to C-OH/C-O-C and the other one at 531.0 eV was ascribed to C=O (43), and the aera of C-OH/C-O-C decreased drastically when being heated at 370 °C under argon atmosphere by dehydroxylation (Figure 8(b) and Table 3). The result was consistent with the above H and O element analysis results of S-0-O and the starting material. Just like with S-0-O, the solid residual products under the oxygen atmosphere also exhibited increased C=O and decreased C-OH/C-O-C when compared with the starting material (Figures 8(c, d, e)). Moreover, the oxygen-containing groups (e.g., C-OH/C-O-C and C=O) also increased with the oxygen concentration for S-5-O to S-10-O to S-21-O. Therefore, the oxidation of the biomass resulted in oxygen loading on the solid surface and suppressed thermal decomposition.

### Table 2. The relative percentage of surface carbon-containing functional groups by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Content of functional groups (%)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-H/C-C</td>
<td>C-O/C-O-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting material</td>
<td>75.47</td>
<td>17.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-0-O</td>
<td>87.79</td>
<td>7.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-5-O</td>
<td>80.84</td>
<td>5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-10-O</td>
<td>78.56</td>
<td>9.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-21-O</td>
<td>74.88</td>
<td>9.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.5 FT-IR analysis

As shown in Figure 9, -OH and C-H (bands at 3400 – 3200 cm⁻¹ and 2900 – 2800 cm⁻¹) of the starting material almost disappeared when being heated at the different oxygen concentrations, indicating the dehydroxylation and decomposition of hemicellulose and cellulose. With increase of the oxygen concentrations, the C=O at 1600 cm⁻¹ also became weaker from S-0-O to S-21-O. On the other hand, the -COO (1650 – 1505 cm⁻¹) and C-O-C
(900 – 700 cm\(^{-1}\)) increased gradually with the rising oxygen concentration. In addition, the variation of C-O-C could possibly be explained by consecutive reaction pathways, a decomposition followed by an oxygenation synthesis.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A systematic investigation of oxygenated thermal conversion on an engineered biomass material was conducted, including gaseous and volatile products, condensed-phase aerosol products and solid residuals. Attention was paid to
four different oxygen concentrations (0%, 5%, 10% and 21%) at a temperature below 370 °C to avoid ignition of the starting material. The ignition temperature of the material decreased with the oxygen concentration and the NTC was observed under the different oxygen atmospheres at the temperature range. More CO$_2$ and less CO yielded for oxygenic atmosphere than inert atmosphere, and more aerosols were produced under the inert atmosphere than under oxygenated conditions. Lower oxygen concentrations were beneficial to the yields of condensable aerosol components. Some compounds (e.g., phenols, aldehydes) showed better yields under the oxygen atmosphere, supported by gas-phase oxidative formation. In addition, higher oxygen concentrations also resulted in larger bulk and surface oxygen contents for the solid residual. The contents of inorganic compounds also exhibited an increase with oxygen concentrations. This study provided basic and useful information to the design of suitable thermal biomass conversion, aimed at producing controlled condensable aerosol phase products.

**ABBREVIATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Corresponding full wording or explanatory wording</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSC</td>
<td>a label of our novel-designed airflow pathway of heated tobacco products (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTC</td>
<td>negative temperature coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG</td>
<td>thermogravimetric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTG</td>
<td>derivative thermogravimetric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC-MS</td>
<td>gas chromatography-mass spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>scanning electron microscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRD</td>
<td>X-ray diffraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-IR</td>
<td>Fourier transform infrared spectra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPS</td>
<td>X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>ignition temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG-MS</td>
<td>thermogravimetric analyser with a mass spectrometer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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